Changing port order on an actor is very frustrating -- if you want e.g. the fifth WEST input port to become the first, you have to, afaik, delete all ports and then recreate them in the new order.

I propose we add Up and Down buttons to the Port Config dialog. An even nicer soln would be if port names were draggable to new positions in the list.

History

#1 - 07/07/2008 01:04 PM - Matt Jones

Please consider the proposed actor and port configuration dialog changes that were proposed in previous design discussions when deciding what to do for this RFE. The design is described here:

http://www.kepler-project.org/Wiki.jsp?page=WorkflowDirectorAndActorDialogs

In particular, see the screen shots at the botom of the page showing the port configuration tab.

#2 - 03/27/2013 02:23 PM - Redmine Admin

Original Bugzilla ID was 3440